Refugee Planet and Sonja: dream
By David Michael, info@glentivar.org
Arriving on a Planet
In the early morning of the 2nd of April, 2013 I had a dream where I was traveling from
earth to a distant planet. As I got closer to the planet, my ship would reform itself smaller and
smaller until it was no more than a flying seat or pad upon which I sat. The sense I had is I
was not to be seen arriving on this planet in a ship but was to remain incognito as an observer
As I got closer to the planet, I saw a 15th century square rigged ship pass me by floating and
then landing softly on the planet amidst thousands of various ships of all types and eras.
There were sea going ships, space ships, horse drawn carriages and all other types of
vehicles used for transportation from the beginning of time.
When I arrived, I was met by some people who told me to be careful – that there was
danger now for the people of this planet. I wandered up a wide street for a ways and met a
young girl and we then turned around and walked the other way as I continued to observe the
surroundings. I was invited by the girl to come into a large building where others were
gathered. They were gathering in safety it seemed to seek a solution to the threat that was
upon them.
Gathering of the Remnant
As I entered the room, there were perhaps three hundred people sitting around the
large room in a circle. There was a man at the head of the room and he had a book. The
book was a large format paper bound book about 11” X 14” in size and very think – perhaps
as much as 700 pages. The cover was light cardboard paper, dog-eared and well worn. It
may have been a reprint copy of the original book. The leader held up the book and said to
the others, “This is our guide for survival.” He treated is as if is was the bible. He then
passed the book around for each of those who had gathered to briefly hold the book to know
it was real. When the book came to me now sitting in the circle, I found it to be a copy of a
hand-written book. On the front cover underneath the folded edge was the name of the
author, David Smyth.
My Book
I then realized the book was written by me in perhaps another life or time. My last
name Smyth with this spelling had not been used by our family since about 1640 when my
family migrated to America. I opened the book and it fell to a page that showed a curving
illustration folded in upon itself with some mathematical calculations. In looking at the
illustration, I intuitively knew this was the formula for time distortion or time travel. The old
spelling of Smyth and observing the medieval ship passing indicated when I was there last –
sometime circa the 17th century. This time distortion resulting in time travel was applied to all
periods of time in bringing people of all races and those of alien species to this planet. The
planet was originally set up as a place of refuge for all human-like peoples from all periods of
time but now it seemed it was under attack by dark forces.
I looked up at the leader and said to him just loud enough for him and a few others
near him to hear, “I wrote this book.” He paused and said quietly, “Interesting, it is timely that
you have returned to us during this time when our existence here is being threatened.” I then
passed the book along for the others to hold and then pass on.

Meeting Sonja
The scene then changed. I found myself in a smaller room and saw Sonja draped in a
white robe. She seemed occupied and noticed me with her eyes but made no kind of verbal
salutation.
(This part edited out - for Sonja only)
We met later and discussed my medical condition in my just having a heart bypass.
Sonja said she did not fully trust the medical technologies of this planet and would be my
healer if I would allow her. I said I would want this very much. The dream then ended.
Interpretation
This dream has many revealing ideas about time travel and places of refuge in the
universe for the faithful. It suggests a kind of reincarnation not based in living in a different
bodies in the past but as the result of time travel with the same body and soul living
concurrently in different dimensions and times. These places and times are being threatened
by the dark forces of Satan as the great dragon of Revelation. It is now necessary to align
ourselves with YHWH more purely to remain protected in the places of refuge. The dream
also establishes the notion that time travel is not only possible but is well developed in certain
parts of the universe and dimensions and has been available and known for thousands of
years. It also provides for the idea that space travel can be with a ship that can be 'folded'
into a seat suggesting that the spirit of man is capable of much more than what is currently
being experienced.

